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Minimal topological actions do not determine the measurable
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Abstract. We construct an amenable action ˆ of a non-amenable group  on a discrete space.
This action extends to a minimal topological action ẑ of  on a Cantor set C . We show that
ẑ is non-uniquely ergodic and furthermore there exist ergodic invariant measures 1 and 2
such that . ẑ ; C; 1 / and . ẑ ; C; 2 / are not orbit equivalent measurable equivalence relations.
This also provides an instance of the failure of equivalence between the notions of “global” and
“local” amenability for countable equivalence relations.
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1. Introduction
J. Oxtoby [27] constructed an example of a minimal, non-uniquely ergodic Z-action
on a compact metric space (the action induced by the shift on a sequence space).
H. Dye [5] showed that any two (non-atomic) probability measure preserving
ergodic Z-actions are orbit equivalent.
Then D. Ornstein and B. Weiss [26] showed that any free ergodic probability measure preserving action of an amenable group is orbit equivalent to an ergodic Z-action.
In combination with Dye’s result, this gives that all ergodic actions of amenable groups
define the same equivalence relation, the hyperfinite relation.
In this paper we consider actions of non-amenable groups.
F. Greenleaf [12] posed the problem of the existence of amenable actions of nonamenable groups. E. K. van Douwen [4] provided the first examples. Recently,
new examples were found by R. I. Grigorchuk and V. V. Nekrashevych [15] and by
Y. Glasner and N. Monod [11].
In the present paper we construct a new example of amenable actions of nonamenable groups. More precisely we show the following.
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Example 1.1. There exists a countable, connected, amenable regular graph G whose
vertex set carries a faithful and transitive action ˆ of the (non-amenable) group
 D Z2  Z2  Z2  Z2 .
This graph is a Schreier graph of  and is properly 4-edge-colored. Moreover, it
has dense holonomy, in the sense of Gromov [18] or, equivalently, in the language of
the theory of Delone sets [22], it is repetitive. Also G is generic (any two vertices
have non-isomorphic spherical neighborhoods of sufficiently large radius).
With G we then associate a compact metric space XG , that we call the type space.
In virtue of dense holonomy and genericity of G we have that XG is homeomorphic
to the Cantor set and that G densely embeds into XG . This way, the -action ˆ
on G naturally extends to a topological action ẑ on XG . This action is faithful and
minimal.
We then show that there exist two invariant measures 1 and 2 on XG such
that the measurable equivalence relations . ẑ ; XG ; 1 / and . ẑ ; XG ; 2 / are not orbit
equivalent. In particular, ẑ is not uniquely-ergodic. This is our main result, which
we state as follows:
Theorem 1.2. There exists a minimal topological action ẑ of a non-amenable group 
on a Cantor set C for which there exist ergodic invariant measures 1 and 2 such that
the measurable equivalence relation given by the systems . ẑ ; C; 1 / and . ẑ ; C; 2 /
are not orbit equivalent. In fact one is hyperfinite, the other is non-hyperfinite.
To prove it, we use the theory of costs for countable measurable equivalence relations, initiated by G. Levitt [23] and developed by D. Gaboriau [8], [9], in combination
with the Farrell–Varadarajan ergodic decomposition theorem.
Incidentally, our constriction also gives another instance of the failure of the equivalence between the “global” notion (hyperfiniteness) and the “local” notion (a.e. leaf
is Følner) of amenability for countable equivalence relations. Indeed, by dense holonomy of G and regularity of the action ẑ , we have the following.
Theorem 1.3. Let ẑ be the minimal topological action of  D Z2  Z2  Z2  Z2
on XG (the natural extension of the action ˆ of  on the amenable graph G). Then
all leaves are Følner.
Observe that whereas global amenability always implies local amenability, there
exist (counter)examples of countable equivalence relations which are not hyperfinite
but whose leaves (D orbits) are a.e. Følner: they were first given by V. A. Kaimanovich [19], [20].
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2. Amenable groups and amenable actions
2.1. Amenable actions. Let  be a countable group and X a set (with no additional
structure). A homomorphism ˆ W  ! Sym.X/ from  into the full permutation
group of X is called an action.
An action ˆ W  ! Sym.X/ is amenable if there exists a ˆ-invariant finitelyadditive probability measure on X, that is, a map  W P .X/ ! Œ0; 1, where P .X/ D
fA j A  Xg is the set of all subsets of X such that:
(i) .X/ D 1 (normalization),
(ii) .A [ B/ D .A/ C .B/  .A \ B/; for all A; B  X (finite additivity);
(iii) .ˆ./A/ D .A/, for all A  X and  2  (ˆ-invariance).
A (discrete) group  is amenable if the action  of  on itself by left multiplication
(./ 0 D  0 , for all ;  0 2 ), is amenable.
2.2. Følner sequences and Schreier graphs. Let G D G.V; E/ be a graph with
vertex set V and edge set E. If fx; yg 2 E we also write x  y and we say that the
vertices x and y are neighbors. Let x 2 V ; if fxg 2 E we call this edge a loop at x.
Note that we actually admit even multiple loops: if x 2 V has k loops (or a loop with
multiplicity k) we denote them by .fxg; i/ 2 E, for i D 1; 2; : : : ; k.
The boundary of a subset F  V , is defined by
@F D fx 2 F j there exists y 2 V n F such that x  yg:
Suppose that G is countable. One says that G is Følner (or amenable) if it admits a
Følner sequence, that is a sequence fFn gn2N of non-empty finite subsets of V such
nj
that limn!1 j@F
D 0. It can be shown that if G is amenable, then there exist Følner
jFn j
S
sequences which are increasing (Fn  FnC1 ) and exhausting ( n2N Fn D V ).
Let  be a finitely generated group acting on a set X. Fix a finite and symmetric
generating system † and denote by G D G .; †; ˆ; X/ the corresponding Schreier
graph, that is, the graph with vertex set V D X and x  ˆ./x for all x 2 X and
 2 †. If X D  and ˆ D  one calls it the Cayley graph of  with respect to †,
simply denoted by G D G .; †/.
Given a finitely generated group  (with a symmetric generating system †) one
has the following combinatorial characterization of amenability for group actions.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) the action ˆ W  ! Sym.X/ is amenable;
(b) the Schreier graph G .; †; ˆ; X/ is Følner.
In particular, with ˆ D , we have that the following are equivalent:
(a0 )  is amenable;
(b0 ) the Cayley graph G .; †/ is Følner.
Note that if  is amenable then all -actions are amenable.
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2.3. Amenable actions of non-amenable groups. Greenleaf [12] raised the question on the existence of amenable actions of non-amenable groups, provided (to avoid
trivialities) the actions are transitive and faithful.
This question was answered positively by van Douwen [4].
Recently, in [15] Grigorchuk and Nekrashevych provided two interesting new
examples of amenable actions of non–amenable groups. In the first construction,
 is the free group Fm of rank m  2 and X is the homogeneous
space Fm =H
T
corresponding to a coamenable subgroup H with trivial core . g2Fm g 1 Hg D f1g).
The second example is inspired by a “tree–wreathing” construction due to S. Sidki.
Starting from an arbitrary non–amenable subgroup 0 of Aut.T /, the group of all
automorphisms of an infinite spherically homogeneous rooted tree T , they suitably
extend it to a group  acting on T [ @T (here @T denotes the boundary of T ). Then,
the homogenous space is X D =P / where P is a parabolic subgroup, namely the
stabilizer of a point in @T .
We also refer to the recent paper by Glasner and Monod [11] who considered the
class A consisting of all countable groups admitting a faithful and transitive amenable
action.
2.4. Ergodic invariant measures and Oxtoby’s example. Let X be a compact
metric space and T W X ! X be a homeomorphism. A probability measure  on X
is T -invariant if .T 1 .A// D .A/ for all measurable subsets A  X and ergodic
it every T -invariant subset is -null or -conull: A D T .A/ implies .A/ 2 f0; 1g.
The transformation T is minimal if each orbit is dense in X . Moreover, T is
uniquely ergodic if there exists a unique ergodic probability measure which is T -invariant.
In [27] Oxtoby constructed an example (a shift transformation on a sequence
space) of a minimal, non-uniquely ergodic transformation on a compact metric space.

3. From dense holonomy and genericity to minimal actions on the Cantor set
3.1. Gromov’s graphs of dense holonomy. Let G D G.V; E/ be a countable connected graph possibly with multiple loops. We also suppose that G is regular of degree
K: for all x 2 V one has jfy 2 V j y  xgj D K (clearly, if x has a loop with
multiplicity k, then K D jfy 2 V j y ¤ x; y  xgj C k).
A K-proper edge-coloring on G is a map ı W E ! f1; 2; : : : ; Kg such that ı.e/ ¤
ı.e 0 / for all distinct e; e 0 2 E with e \ e 0 ¤ ;; in words, adjacent edges (including
multiple loops at a same vertex, if any) have different colors. If the graph G has these
properties we indicate it by G D G.V; E; ı; K/.
Any such colorings ı define an action ˆ D ˆ.ı; K/ of the group  D Z2   Z2 ,
the free product of K copies of the group Z2 of order two, on the set V of vertices
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of G. Indeed, letting † denote the standard generating set for , for any element  D
n n1 : : : 1 in  (i 2 †) and x 2 V , there exists a unique path .x0 ; x1 ; : : : ; xn /
in G such that:


x0 D x;



let .xi ; y/ 2 E be the edge colored by i ; then xiC1 D y.

Then one sets ˆ./.x/ D xn .
Let r > 0. We call the spanned subgraph Br .x/ D fy 2 V j dG .x; y/ rg of
G with the induced edge-coloring, the rooted colored r-ball around x 2 V . Here dG
denotes the geodesical distance on G.
Let UGr be the set of rooted equivalence classes of these edge-colored rooted rballs in G, that is, we consider two rooted r-balls Br .x/ and Br .y/ as equivalent if
there exists a graph isomorphism  W Br .x/ ! Br .y/ preserving the edge-coloring ı
and mapping x to y. Clearly UGr is a finite set. For each x 2 V the r-type of x is the
element ˛r .x/ 2 UGr representing the class of the r-ball around x.
Following Gromov [18], we call G a graph of dense holonomy if, for any ˛ 2 UGr ,
there exists an integer m˛ such that any ball of radius m˛ in G contains at least one
vertex x with r-type ˛r .x/ D ˛. Note that in the theory of Delone sets such graphs
are called repetitive [22].
Also, we say that the graph G is generic if for any x ¤ y 2 V there exists r > 0
such that the r-types of x and y are different.
3.2. The associated topological action. Let G D G.V; E; ı; K/ and  be as in the
previous section. We naturally associate with G a compact metric space XG with a
topological -action by the construction below.
Let r; s 2 N with r < s and suppose that ˛ 2 UGr and ˇ 2 UGs . We write ˛ ˇ
if the r-ball around the root of ˇ is just ˛, or equivalently, if ˛ ˇ.
Let ˛Q D f˛1
˛2
   g be an infinite chain such that ˛r 2 UGr for all
r D 1; 2; : : : . These chains form the compact metric space XG , the type space,
where
dXG .f˛1 ˛2    g; fˇ1 ˇ2    g/ D 2r
and r is the smallest integer for which ˛r ¤ ˇr . We show below that the -action on
G extends to XG in a natural way.
For each x 2 V , we denote by .x/ D f˛1 .x/
˛2 .x/
   g the associated
element in XG , where ˛r .x/ is the r-type of x. Obviously, G is generic if and only
if W V ! XG is an injective map.
Proposition 3.1. The action ˆ extends to a topological action ẑ of  on the metric
space XG .
Proof. First note that, by definition, the image of W V ! XG , where, for x 2 V ,
.x/ D f˛1 .x/ ˛2 .x/    g, is dense in XG . Let ˛Q D f˛1 ˛2    g 2 XG
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and consider an element  D n n1 : : : 1 2 , where i 2 †. For all i D 1; 2; : : :
let xi 2 V be such that ˛iCn .xi / D ˛iCn . If yi D ˆ./.xi /, setting ˇi D ˛i .yi /
one has ˇi ˇiC1 and defines
ẑ ./.˛/
Q ´ fˇ1

ˇ2

   g:

Obviously ẑ ./ is a continuous map and ẑ ./. .x// D .ˆ./.x// for all  2 
and x 2 V .
Proposition 3.2. If ˆ is an amenable action of , then ẑ admits an invariant measure
on XG .
Proof. First fix an ultrafilter ! on N and consider the associated ultralimit
lim W `1 .N/ ! R:
!

r
Let fFn g1
nD1 be a Følner-sequence in G with respect to ˆ. Let ˛ 2 UG be an r-type
of the Schreier graph. Denote by n .˛/ the number of vertices in the set Fn which
are of r-type ˛. Then let
n .˛/
;
.˛/ ´ lim
! jFn j

where ˛  XG is the clopen set of chains fı1 ı2    g, with ır D ˛.
1
2
k
Now let fˇrC1
; ˇrC1
; : : : ˇrC1
g be the set of .r C 1/-types such that ˛
Clearly,
k
X
i
.˛/
D
n
n .ˇrC1 /:

i
ˇrC1
.

iD1

In other words, .˛/ D

Pk
iD1

i
i
.ˇrC1
/, where ˇrC1
 XG is the clopen set of chains

i
with .r C 1/-type ˇrC1
. This shows immediately that  defines a Borel-measure on
the compact metric space XG . In order to prove that  is ẑ -invariant it is enough to
show that
. ẑ ./.˛// D .˛/;

where  is one of the generators of  (the involutions generating the free factors Z2 ).
Let f˛1 ; ˛2 ; : : : ; ˛` g  UGrC1 be the set of .r C 1/-types in the Schreier graph of the
action with the following property. The r-ball around ˆ./.xi / is just ˛, where xi is
`
the root of ˛i . Observe that ẑ ./.˛/ D `iD1 ˛i . Hence we need to prove that
.˛/ D

X̀
iD1

.˛i /:

(3.1)
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In order to check (3.1) it is enough to see that
lim

j n .˛/ 

P`

iD1 n .˛i /j

jFn j

n!1

D 0:

(3.2)

Let Fn .˛/ be the set of vertices in Fn of r-type ˛ and Fn .˛i / be the set of vertices in
Fn of .r C 1/-type ˛i . Let us observe that:


Fn .˛i / \ Fn .˛j / D ; if i ¤ j ;



for any x 2 Fn .˛/, if ˆ./.x/ 2 Fn , then ˆ./.x/ 2 Fn .˛i / for some i;



for any x 2 Fn .˛i /, if ˆ./.x/ 2 Fn , then ˆ./.x/ 2 Fn .˛/ (recall that  is
an involution, namely  2 D 1).

Therefore,

ˇ
X̀
ˇ
ˇ n .˛/ 

n .˛i /j

ˇ
ˇ
2j@Fn ˇ:

iD1

Thus (3.2) immediately follows from the Følner property.
3.3. Generic actions of dense holonomy. Let G D G.V; E; ı; K/,  and ˆ be as
in Section3.1.
Suppose that G D G.V; E; ı; K/ is generic resp. of dense holonomy. Then we
say that the associated -action ˆ is generic resp. of dense holonomy.
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that ˆ is of dense holonomy and generic. Then XG is
homeomorphic to a Cantor set and the associated topological  action ẑ is minimal.
Proof. Let ˛ 2 UGr , then there exists ˇ ¤ ˇ 0 2 UGs (for some s > r) such that ˛ ˇ
and ˛
ˇ 0 , that is, the r-balls around the roots of ˇ and ˇ 0 are of type ˛. Indeed,
let x 2 V a vertex of r-type ˛. Then, by the dense holonomy property, there exists
y 2 V of the same r-type. By genericity there exists some s > r such that the s-types
of x and y are different. Consequently, XG is a compact metric space with no isolated
points, and thus, also in view of its ultrametric structure, it is homeomorphic to the
Cantor set.
Now we prove minimality. Let ˛Q D f˛1 ˛2    g and ˇQ D fˇ1 ˇ2    g
be elements of XG . It is enough to show that for any r > 0 there exists  2  such
0
Q ẑ ./.˛//
that ẑ ./.˛/
Q D fˇ1 ˇ2    ˇr
ˇrC1
   g, that is, d.ˇ;
Q
2r .
Let m > r be an integer such that, by dense holonomy, any m-ball in the graph G
contains a vertex of r-type ˇr . Consider a vertex p 2 V such that its 2m-type is
˛2m . Let q 2 Bm .p/ be a vertex of r-type ˇr . Then there exists a group element
 D ` `1 : : : 1 , ` m, such that ˆ./.p/ D q. By the definition of the induced
topological action ẑ one has ẑ ./.˛/
Q D fˇ1 ˇ2    ˇr    g.
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Note. If the action of a group is generic but not of dense holonomy, the associated
action on the type space may fail to be minimal. Consider, for instance, the group
D1 D Z2  Z2 , the infinite dihedral group generated by the symbols A and B. We
define an action on the positive integers N in the following way:


ˆ.A/.2n  1/ D 2n; n  1;



ˆ.A/.2n/ D 2n  1; n  1;



ˆ.B/.2n  1/ D 2n  2; n > 1;



ˆ.B/.2n/ D 2n C 1; n  1;



ˆ.B/.1/ D 1.

It is easy to verify that ˆ is generic. The associated compact metric space is
f1; 2; 3; : : : g [ f1g, where
ẑ .A/.1/ D 1

and

ẑ .B/.1/ D 1:

Thus the action ẑ is not minimal.

4. The main construction
4.1. Technicalities. For our main construction we need a couple of simple lemmas
of a purely graph theoretical flavour.
Lemma 4.1. Let G.V; E/ be a finite connected graph and d be an integer larger
than 2. Suppose that V 0  V is a 2d -net, that is, if x ¤ y 2 V 0 then dG .x; y/  2d .
0j
1
.
Also suppose that diam G  2d . Then jV
jV j
d
Proof. By the diameter condition, for each x 2 V 0 and i D 1; 2; : : : ; d there exists
zx;i 2 V such that dG .x; zx;i / D i. Hence jBd .x/j  d . Since the d -balls around
the elements of a 2d -net are disjoint, the lemma follows.
Lemma 4.2. Let s1 < s2 <    < sn be integers, si  10iC1 . Suppose that
diam.G/ > 10sn . Then there exists a partition
`
` `
`
V D R1 R2    Rn Q
such that


Ri is a 2si -net for all i D 1; 2; : : : ; n;



for all x 2 V and 1

i

n there exists pi 2 Ri such that dG .pi ; x/

10si .
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Proof. Let R1  V be a maximal 2s1 -net in V . By the previous lemma
jR1 j
jV j

1
:
s1

Moreover, for the same reason, for any spanned subgraph T  G with diam.T / 
2s1 :
jT \ R1 j
1
:
(4.1)
jT j
s1
By maximality, for any y 2 V there exists p1 2 R1 such that d.p1 ; y/ 2s1 10s1 .
Now let R2  V be a 2s2 -net which is maximal with respect to the property that
R1 \ R2 D ;. Again, for any spanned subgraph T  G with diam.T /  2s2 :
jT \ R1 j
jT j

1
;
s1

jT \ R2 j
jT j

1
:
s2

(4.2)

Let x be an arbitrary vertex of V . We need to prove that B10s2 .x/ \ R2 is non-empty.
If B10s2 .x/ \ R2 D ; then by maximality, B5s2 .x/ is completely filled with vertices
from the set R1 . However, diam B5s2 .x/  2s2 , which is in contradiction with (4.1).
Thus p2 can be chosen as any element in B10s2 .x/ \ R2 . By induction, suppose that
for i D 1; 2; : : : we have determined a 2si -net Ri  V which is maximal with respect
to the property that Ri \ Rj D ; whenever j < i. Then, for any spanned subgraph
T  G with diam.T /  2si :
jT \ R1 j
jT j

1
;
s1

jT \ R2 j
jT j

1
;
s2

:::;

jT \ Ri j
jT j

1
:
si

(4.3)

Thus, when constructing the 2siC1 -net RiC1  V , in order to check the existence of
piC1 2 B10siC1 .x/ \ RiC1 for any x 2 V , the same arguments for the case i D 1
P
apply and B10siC1 .x/ \ RiC1 D ; would contradict (4.3), as ji D1 s1j < 1.
4.2. The construction. The goal of this section is to construct a


faithful, transitive and amenable,



generic,



dense holonomy

-action on a countable set X.
The countable set X will be the vertex set of a graph G D G.V; E; ı; 4/ (thus
regular of degree 4 with a 4-proper edge-coloring) which is generic and of dense
holonomy.
From now on we shall denote by  the group Z2  Z2  Z2  Z2 , freely generated
z the subgroup generated by A, B
by the elements A, B, C , D of order two, and by 
and C .
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We also fix a parameter m > 10 to be specified later. We need two auxiliary graph
sequences. The first one is fCi g1
iD1 , where Ci is the cycle of length 2i edge-colored
by A and B. The second graph sequence is given in the following the way. The group
z is residually finite (free product of finite groups), hence one can pick a decreasing

sequence of finite index normal subgroups with trivial intersection:
z B N 1 B N 2 B N3 B    ;


T1

iD1

Ni D f1g:

z i . Note that
Then the 3-colored graph Ki is the Cayley-graph of the finite group =N
1
fKi giD1 is a large girth sequence, that is, for any s > 0, if i is large enough, then Ki
does not contain cycles of length less than s.
Finally, we lexicographically enumerate the non-trivial elements in : A, B,
C , D, AB, AC , AD, BA; : : : . Denote the corresponding n-th element by n D
k.n/
k.n/
   2.n/ 1.n/ , where i.n/ 2 † D fA; B; C; Dg; note that the word-length
n
n 1
kn of n is at most n.
Step (1): Let G0 .V0 ; E0 / be the graph consisting of one single vertex p. Let
G1 .V1 ; E1 / be the graph constructed in the following way. H1 is a triangle, edgecolored by A; B and C . The vertex p is connected to a vertex q of H1 by an edge
colored by D. Finally a vertex of H1 which is not q shall be called r1 . Thus we have
graphs G0  G1 . In the n-th step we shall have graphs G0  G1  G2      Gn .
Finally let us set s1 ´ 2m, s2 D m2 2jV .G1 /j .
Step (2): Let H2 be a graph Ci , in such a way that diam Ci > 10s2 . By Lemma4.2
there exists a partition
a
a
V .H2 / D R12
R22
Q2
where R12 is a 2s1 -net, R22 is a 2s2 -net satisfying the properties described in the lemma.
Connect each point of R12 to a copy of G0 (a single vertex) with an edge colored by D.
For one single vertex of R22 connect a copy of G1 (at the vertex r1 !) with an edge
colored by D. Let x2 be a vertex of Q2 . Consider the first non-trivial element in ,
namely 1 D A. Let y02 ; y12 be two new vertices (i.e. distinct from any other vertex
involved in the construction till now) and connect x2 to y02 by an edge colored by D
and connect y02 to y12 by an edge colored by A. Finally pick an other vertex of Q2
and call it r2 .
Thus we constructed 4-colored graphs G0  G1  G2 . In G2 we have a spanned
subgraph H2 such that
jV .G2 /nV .H2 /j
1
< :
jV .G2 /j
m
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Indeed, jV .G2 /j D .1 C jV .G0 /j/jR12 j C .jV .G1 /j C jR22 j/ C jQ2 j C 2 (the last term
corresponds to jfy02 ; y12 gj) and
jR2 j C jV .G1 /j C 2
jV .G2 / n V .H2 /j
D 1
jV .G2 /j
jV .G2 /j
jR12 j C 7
1
7
C
< 1=m:
jV .H2 /j
2m
10m2 24
Set s3 ´ m3 2jV .G2 /j .
Step (n): Suppose that we have already constructed the graphs G0  G1  G2 
    Gn1 with the following properties:


if i > 1, then Gi contains a spanned subgraph Hi such that
1
jV .Gi /nV .Hi /j
< I
jV .Gi /j
m



si D mi 2jV .Gi1 /j ;



jV .Hi1 /j < jV .Hi /j;



for each Hi , we fixed a vertex ri .

Let then Hn be isomorphic to Ci for n even and to Ki for n odd, for some i 2 N
in such a way that diam.Hn /  10sn .
We apply Lemma 4.2 again:
`
` `
V .Hn / D R1n R2n    Qn ;
where Rin is a 2si -net and for each x 2 V .Hn / there exists p 2 Rin such that
dHn .p; x/ < 10si :
For i D 1; 2; : : : ; n  1 we connect a copy of Gi1 (at vertex ri ) to each vertex of
Rin by an edge colored by D. Then we connect one single copy of Gn1 to Hn by
an edge colored by D between rn1 and an arbitrary vertex in Rnn . The remaining
set Qn plays a different role: we just need two points in it, the first one rn 2 Qn to
connect, at the following (inductive) steps, Gn with the Hm , m  n, the second one,
xn 2 Qn n frn g to attach a path corresponding to the n-th word n 2  (which will
guarantee the faithfulness of the  action on G). More precisely, consider the nth
element n D k.n/
k.n/
: : : 1.n/ .
n
n 1


If 1.n/ D D, then choose new vertices y1n ; y2n ; : : : ; yknn distinct from any previous vertices and connect the path .y1n ; y2n ; : : : ; yknn / to xn by the edge .xn ; y1n /
n
n
colored by D and let color the edges .yin ; yiC1
/ by iC1
.
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If 1.n/ ¤ D, then choose new vertices y0n ; y1n ; y2n ; : : : ; yknn distinct from any previous vertices and connect the path .y0n ; y1n ; : : : ; yknn / to xn by the edge .xn ; y1n /
n
n
colored by D and let color the edges .yin ; yiC1
/ by iC1
.

Note that we also have
jV .Gn /nV .Hn /j
1
< :
jV .Gn /j
m

(4.4)

Indeed, arguing as in Step (2), we have
jV .Gn /j D .1 C jV .G0 /j/jR1n j C .1 C jV .G1 /j/jR2n j C   
n
   C .1 C jV .Gn2 /j/jRn1
j C .jRnn j C jV .Gn1 /j/ C .jQn j C kn /;
where kn corresponds to jfy1n ; : : : ; yknn gj. Thus,
jV .Gn /nV .Hn /j
1
D
ŒjV .G0 /jjR1n j C jV .G1 /jjR2n j C   
jV .Gn /j
jV .Gn /j
n
   C jV .Gn2 /jjRn1
j C jV .Gn1 /j C kn 
1
ŒjV .G0 /jjR1n j C jV .G1 /jjR2n j C   
jV .Hn /j
n
   C jV .Gn2 /jjRn1
j C jV .Gn1 /j C n
n1
X

jV .Gi1 /j

iD1
n1
X
iD1

jRin j
jV .Gn1 /j
n
C
C
jV .Hn /j
jV .Hn /j
jV .Gn /j

jV .Gn1 /j
n
jV .Gi1 /j
C
C
i
jV
.G
/j
i1
jV .Hn /j
jV .Gn /j
m2

1=m:
iC1
Note that
P1our1 choice of the si ’s, namely si  10 , besides giving the obvious
estimate iD1 si < 1 (which is needed, for instance, at the end of the proof of
Lemma 4.2) is motivated by the fact that, later on, when considering Følner sequences
in G, we want to have the “new” part Gn nGn1 much larger than the “old” part Gn1 ,
so that the latter can be basically neglected in our computations.
Thus we constructed a sequence of graphs G0  G1      Gn and we proceed
0
by induction. Set G 0 D [1
nD1 Gn . For each x 2 V .G / of degree ı.x/ < 4 we add
4  ı.x/ loops at x and we label them with suitable different letters in fA; B; C; Dg
in such a way that all edges incident to x bear distinct labels. Denote the resulting
4-regular, properly 4-edge colored graph by G. In the next section, we prove that G
is generic, has dense holonomy and carries a faithful, transitive, amenable action of
the group .
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In Figure 1 we try to give an idea of how the chain of finite graphs G0  G1 
G2      Gn  GnC1     and the whole graph G look like. It is purely
illustrative and not completely realistic. For instance, we omitted the loops (so that
the resulting graph is not 4-regular), and the shapes (for n odd) and the sizes (e.g.
diam.Hi / 6 10si ) of the subgraphs Hn do not completely satisfy the requirements
from our definitions.
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Figure 1. An illustration of the chain G0  G1  G2     .

4.3. The graph G . In this section we check that the graph G constructed in the
previous section has indeed all the required properties.
Proposition 4.3. The action of  is faithful, transitive and amenable.
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Proof. Transitivity is obvious from the connectivity of G. Faithfulness was ensured
by the attachment of paths .y1n ; y2n ; : : : ; yknn /. The subgraphs fGn g1
nD1 are forming
an increasing and exhausting Følner sequence, since @Gn D frn g.
Lemma 4.4. The single vertex p of G0 has the property that for any q 2 V .G/,
q ¤ p, there exists r such that Br .p/ and Br .q/ are not isomorphic.
Proof. Let q 2 V .G/ be a vertex with three loops (otherwise the statement trivially
holds). If q was defined in Step (k), then there exists a spanned connected subgraph
of G which is isomorphic to Hk such that the path from q to the subgraph does
not contain any vertex of a subgraph isomorphic to Hk1 . Indeed, Hk itself can
be chosen as the spanned subgraph. On the other hand, any path connecting p to
a spanned subgraph isomorphic to Hk passes through such a vertex. In particular,
r D diam.Gk / would satisfy our requirements. This proves our lemma.
Note that, with the notation from the statement of the previous lemma, one has a
fortiori that Br .p/ and Br .q/ are not isomorphic as colored graphs; in other words,
˛r .p/ ¤ ˛r .q/.
Proposition 4.5. The 4-edge-colored graph G is generic.
Proof. Let x; y be two distinct vertices of G. By transitivity of the action there exists
 2  such that ˆ./.x/ D p (the single vertex of G0 ). Set q D ˆ./.y/. By the
previous lemma, there exists r such that Br .p/ is not colored-isomorphic to Br .q/.
Then BrCj j .x/ is not colored-isomorphic to BrCjj .y/, where jj is the word-length
of .
Proposition 4.6. The 4-edge-colored graph G is of dense holonomy.
Proof. Let t 2 V .G/ and r > 0. Let i D i.t/ be such that Br .t/  Gi . Put
M D diam.GiC3 /.
Lemma 4.7. For any x 2 V .G/, the ball BM .x/ contains a vertex y belonging to a
spanned subgraph L isomorphic to Hj for some j  i C 3.
Proof. If x 2 V .GiC2 / then the statement obviously holds. We proceed by induction.
Suppose that the statement holds for any x 2 V .G` / with `  i C 2. Let x 2
V .G`C1 /nV .G` /. If x 2 H`C1 then L can be chosen as H`C1 itself. If x is attached
to H`C1 then we have two cases:


BM .x/ intersects H`C1 : then the statement is clearly true.



BM .x/ does not intersect H`C1 : then there exists a vertex x 0 2 V .G` / such that
BM .x/ and BM .x 0 / are isomorphic, hence the statement follows by induction.
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We continue the proof of the proposition. Let x 2 V .G/ and let y 2 L ' Hj with
j  i C3, as in the lemma. Then in a .10siC3 /-neighborhood of y we attached a copy
of GiC3 . Hence BM C10siC3 .y/ contains a vertex of the same r-type as t . Therefore,
B2M C10siC3 .x/ contains a vertex of the same r-type as the vertex t; in other words
(recalling the definition of dense holonomy) if ˛r .t/ D ˛, then m˛ D 2M C 10siC3
(recall that i D i.t/), and the proposition follows.

5. Measurable equivalence relations
5.1. Measurable equivalence relations: definition and examples. Let .X; / be a
standard Borel space, where  is a probability measure without atoms. A (measurable)
equivalence relation on X is a measurable subset R of X X such that the relation
x R y if .x; y/ 2 R is an equivalence relation.
Two measurable equivalence relations .X1 ; R1 / and .X2 ; R2 / are isomorphic if
there exists a measurable bijection W X1 ! X2 such that
.x; y/ 2 R1 if and only if . .x/; .y// 2 R2
for all x; y 2 X1 .
Let now 0 be a countable group and ˛ be a 0 -action by -preserving measurable
automorphisms of .X; /. The set R˛  X X defined by
R˛ D f.x; ˛./x/ j x 2 X;  2 0 g
is the associated orbit equivalence relation on X.
Two actions ˛i of groups i on .Xi ; i /, i D 1; 2, are orbit equivalent if the
corresponding orbit equivalence relations R˛i are isomorphic.
5.2. Amenable measurable equivalence relations. Dye [5] showed that any two
(non-atomic) probability measure preserving ergodic Z-actions are orbit equivalent.
Subsequently, Dye [6] extended this result to groups of polynomial growth and to
infinite abelian groups.
Then Ornstein and Weiss [26] showed that any free ergodic probability measure
preserving action of an amenable group is orbit equivalent to an ergodic Z-action. In
other words, combining Dye’s first result and the latter, one has that all ergodic actions
of amenable groups define the same equivalence relation, called the hyperfinite relation
(this terminology comes from the fact that there exists an increasing, exhaustive
sequence fRn gn2N of finite measurable subequivalence relations of R).
There is a notion of amenability for equivalence relations .X; R/ due to R. Zimmer [31]. Hyperfiniteness easily implies amenability; much less obvious, the converse
implication was proved by Connes, Feldman and Weiss [2]. See also [19] for another
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approach to these notions which, incidentally, leads to an alternative proof of the
Connes–Feldman–Weiss theorem.
Hyperfiniteness can be thought of as a “global”amenability property for equivalence relations. Another property, of a “local” nature, is that a.e. orbits (the Schreier
graphs) are Følner. Whereas global amenability always implies local amenability
(see, e.g., [2], Lemma 8, and [19], Theorem 1) the converse is, in general, not true.
Besides the results of C. Series [29] and M. Samuélidès [28], who proved that foliations of polynomial growth are hyperfinite, Kaimanovich [19], [20] provided several
(counter)examples of countable equivalence relations, whose leaves are a.e. Følner,
which, however, are not hyperfinite.
Let R be a measurable-equivalence relation on .X; /. Let S  X be a measurable
subset of positive measure. Denote by S the restriction of  to S and by .RjS/ the
induced equivalence relation on .S; S /. One calls S a complete section for R if it
intersects every class of R.
The following easy result (see, e.g., [21], Proposition 6.9) relates hyperfiniteness
of a measurable equivalence relation to the hyperfiniteness of the equivalence relation
induced by a complete section.
Proposition 5.1. Let R be a measurable-equivalence relation on .X; /. Suppose
that S  X is a measurable subset. If R is hyperfinite, then .RjS/ is also hyperfinite.
Conversely, if S is a complete section for R and .RjS/ is hyperfinite, then R is
hyperfinite.
5.3. L-graphings. A (locally countable measurable) graph on .X; / is a graph G
with vertex set X, the edge set a measurable subset of X X and such that every
x 2 X has at most countably many neighbors. Any such graph defines an equivalence
relation RG on X: two points x; y 2 X satisfy .x; y/ 2 RG if and only if they belong
to the same connected component of G , i.e., there exists a finite path in G connecting
them.
If R is a countable measurable relation, then a (measurable) L-graphing of R is
a graph G whose connected components are exactly the equivalence classes of R. In
other words, RG D R, and one says that G generates R. As an example, if ˛ is an
action on .X; / of a finitely generated group 0 , say by a finite symmetric generating
system †, then the associated Schreier graph G .0 ; †; ˛; X/ (whose vertices are the
points x 2 X and the edges are the pairs .x; ˛./x/, x 2 X and  2 †) generates
the associated equivalence relation R˛ .
5.4. Cost of an equivalence relation. For a group 0 the minimal number of generators is called the rank. Similarly, with an equivalence relation one associates a
numerical invariant, called the cost. This concept was introduced by Levitt [23] and
developed by Gaboriau [8], [9]. Here is how it is defined.
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Let R be a measurable equivalence relation on .X; /. Then, one defines a measure
M on R by setting, for all measurable A  R,
Z
M.A/ D
jAx j d.x/;
X

where j  j denotes cardinality (possibly infinite) and Ax D fy j .x; y/ 2 Ag for
x 2 X. If G is a graphing of R, then one defines its cost by
C .G / D
(the factor

1
2

1
M.G /
2

is a normalizing constant). Note that in fact one has
1
C .G / D
2

Z
X

degG .x/ d.x/;

where degG D jfy 2 X j .x; y/ 2 G gj is the degree of x: for this reason, sometimes
one also calls C .G / the edge measure of G .
Finally, the cost C .R/ of an equivalence relation R is the infimum of the costs
over all the generating graphings:
C .R/ D

inf

G WRG DR

C .G /:

This is an invariant of the equivalence relation: orbit equivalent relations have the
same cost.
The cost of the hyperfinite ergodic relation is 1.
An L-treeing is a graphing where graphs associated with almost all x 2 X are
trees. We have the following remarkable fact ([8]; see also [21], Proposition 19.1 and
Theorem 19.1).
Theorem 5.2 (Gaboriau). Let R be a countable measurable equivalence relation
and let  be R-invariant with C .R/ < 1. Let G be a graphing of R. Then
C .G / D C .R/ (i.e., G realizes the infimum of the costs) if and only if G is a
treeing of R.
In particular, any free action of the free group Fn has cost n.
A crucial result of Gaboriau (see [21], Theorem 21.1) relates the cost of an equivalence relation to the cost of the equivalence relation induced by a complete section.
Theorem 5.3 (Gaboriau). C .R/ D CjS .RjS/ C .X n S/.
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5.5. The ergodic decomposition theorem. For a countable measurable equivalence
relation R on X we denote by ER the standard Borel space of ergodic R-invariant
probability measures on X (again a measurable subset of the standard Borel space
P .X/ of probability measures on X, see [3]).
The ergodic decomposition theorem of Farrell [7] and Varadarajan [30] (see
also [21], Theorem 18.5) states as follows.
Theorem 5.4 (Farrel and Varadarajan). Let R be a countable measurable equivalence
relation on X . Assume that there exist R-invariant probability measures on X. Then
ER ¤ ; and there is a measurable surjection W X ! ER such that
(i)

is R-invariant;

(ii) if Xe D fx j .x/ D eg, e 2 ER , then e.Xe / D 1 (and in fact e is the unique
R-ergodic measure on RjXe );
(iii) for any R-invariant probability measure ,
Z
Z
.x/ d.x/ 
D
X

where



D

ed

 .e/

ER

  2 P .ER /.

Corollary 5.5. With the above notation one has
Z
Z
C.x/ .R/ d.x/ D
C .R/ D
X

Ce .R/ d

 .e/:

(5.1)

ER

6. Measurable equivalence relations on XG
6.1. “Local” amenability. In this section we prove Theorem1.3, namely that for the
-action ẑ on XG all leaves are Følner. Recall that  D Z2  Z2  Z2  Z2 .
First note that the action ẑ is regular, that is, if p 2 XG ,  2  then either
ẑ ./.p/ ¤ p or the homeomorphism ẑ ./ fixes a whole neighborhood of p. Indeed
let p D f˛1 ; ˛2

˛s
   g and let the word-length of  be s. If
ẑ ./.p/ D p, then ẑ ./ also fixes all q 2 XG of the form q D f˛1 ; ˛2   
˛s ˇsC1    g.
We say that two 4-colored graphs G1 ; G2 are locally isomorphic if UGr 1 D UGr 2
for any r > 0. Clearly if G1 is amenable and of dense holonomy and G2 is locally
isomorphic to G1 , then G2 is amenable and of dense holonomy as well [18]. Since our
graph G is generic, the dense leaf .G/  XG is isomorphic to G. By minimality,
regularity and dense holonomy, any two orbits (the corresponding Schreier graphs)
are locally isomorphic (see also [15]) and thus our theorem follows.
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As we shall see later, our -action ẑ defines a non-hyperfinite measurable equivalence relation with respect to some ergodic invariant measure. As mentioned earlier,
the existence of non-hyperfinite relations with Følner leaves was first observed by
Kaimanovich [20].
6.2. The invariant measures. Notice that in our main construction we have a parameter m and we have in fact constructed a graph G .m/ for each m > 10. By
Lemma 4.1,
`
` `
V .Hn.m/ / D R1n;.m/ R2n;.m/    Qn;.m/ ;
where
jRin;.m/ j
jV .Hn.m/ /j

<

1
.m/

mi 2jV .Gi1 /j

for i D 1; 2; : : : ; n so that
jQn;.m/ j
jV .Hn.m/ /j

>1

1
:
m

Here the upper index .m/ indicates that the parameter is chosen to be m. For each
.m/
vertex of Rin;.m/ we attached a copy of a graph of size jV .Gi1
/j. We also attached
a path of length at most n to one vertex of Qn;.m/ . From (4.4) we have the following
inequality:
jV .Gn.m/ /nV .Hn.m/ /j
1
< :
(6.1)
.m/
m
jV .Hn /j
.m/
Let Fn.m/ ´ V .Gn.m/ /nV .Gn1
/: Clearly j@Fn.m/ j D 2, thus fFn.m/ g1
nD1 forms a
S1
.m/
Følner sequence in G . Note that such a sequence is exhausting (i.e., nD0 Fn.m/ D
V .Gn.m/ /), though not increasing.
We now consider two new Følner sequences for G .m/ : fFn1;.m/ g1
nD1 and
2;.m/ 1
1;.m/
.m/
2;.m/
.m/
fFn
gnD1 , where Fn
D F2n and Fn
D F2nC1 . By the averaging process
described in Proposition3.2 we then obtain two invariant measures, .m/
and .m/
1
2 ,
on XG .m/ .
Thus, for each m > 10 we have


a compact metric space XG .m/ ;



a minimal -action ẑ .m/ ;



an L-graphing G .m/ associated with the action;



a measurable-equivalence relation R.m/ defined by G .m/ ;



two R.m/ -invariant measures, .m/
and .m/
1
2 .
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z
6.3. Lower estimate for the cost. A point x 2 XG .m/ is called -free
if
.m/
ẑ ./.x/ ¤ x for any  2 
z n f1g. Clearly the set S
z
 XG .m/ of -free
points is
closed.
.m/
Lemma 6.1. limm!1 .m/
/ D 1.
2 .S

Proof. Let Sk.m/ be the set of points in XG .m/ for which ẑ ./.x/ ¤ x whenever the
T
z is not greater than k. Clearly, 1 S .m/ D S .m/ . Observe
word-length of  2 
kD1 k
that
.m/
jWn;k
j
.m/
.m/
;
.S
/
D
lim
2
k
2;.m/
! jF
j
n
.m/
where Wn;k
is the set of vertices p in Fn2;.m/ such that ˆ./.p/ ¤ p, if jj

Obviously, if p
.m/
.m/
2 .Sk /

1

2 Hn.m/ and n is a large odd number, then
2
2
.m/
m
. Therefore .m/
/1 m
as well.
2 .S

p 2

.m/
Wn;k
.

k.

Hence

z
Lemma 6.2. The induced equivalence relation .R.m/ jS .m/ / on the set of -free
z
points is exactly the relation given by the -action.
Proof. Notice that in the graph G .m/ there is no simple cycle containing an edge
colored by D. Hence the same holds for the orbits in XG .m/ . Thus if p; q 2 S .m/ and
 contains the symbol D, then ẑ ./.p/ ¤ q.
.m/
Lemma 6.3. C.m/ .R.m/ jS .m/ / D 32 .m/
/.
2 .S
2

Proof. This is a simple consequence of Theorem5.2 which can be rephrased as follows: the cost of an equivalence relation defined by an L-treeing G is exactly the edge
measure of G .
It then suffices to note that the edge measure of a free Z2  Z2  Z2 -action on
a compact metric space with an invariant measure is 32 times the measure of the
space.
Lemma 6.4. S .m/ is a complete section of R.m/ .
Proof. We need to prove that the set of points p 2 XG .m/ , such that there exists no
.m/
 2  with ẑ ./.p/ 2 S .m/ has .m/
.
2 -measure zero. We denote this set by B
2;.m/
.m/
Let Sk;n  Fn
be the set of vertices p such that dGn .p; H2nC1 / k. By our
construction of G .m/ , it is clear that for any " > 0 there exists k" such that
jSk" ;n j
jFn2;.m/ j

 1  ":
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Therefore .m/
2 .‚k" /  1", where ‚k" is the set of points x 2 XG .m/ for which there
.m/
exists ı 2  with jıj k" such that ẑ .ı/.x/ 2 S .m/ . Thus .m/
/ D 0.
2 .B
The following proposition is the straightforward corollary of the above lemmas
and of Theorem 2.2.
Proposition 6.5. limm!1 C.m/ .R.m/ / D
2

3
2

:

6.4. The hyperfinite relation. Let D1 D hA; Bi Š Z2  Z2 denote the subgroup
of  generated by the two involutions A and B. This is the infinite dihedral group. In
z
analogy with the -case,
we have that the set S.m/  XG .m/ of D1 -free points is a
complete section of R.m/ (with respect to the measure .m/
1 which is “concentrated” on
the cycles Ci ’s). Since D1 is amenable, we have that the induced equivalence relation
.R.m/ jS.m/ / is hyperfinite. From Proposition 5.1, we then deduce the following.
Proposition 6.6. The measurable equivalence relation . ẑ .m/ ; XG .m/ ; .m/
1 / is hyperfinite for all m > 10.
With a little more work we can, in fact, also show that .m/
can be chosen to be
1
.m/
ergodic. Let fRn gn2N be a sequence of finite subequivalence relations converging
to R.m/ . Denote by Gn.m/ and G .m/ the corresponding graphings.
Let f .n/ D C.m/ .G .m/ n Gn.m/ / denote the edge-measure of the edges in G .m/
1

which are not in Gn.m/ . Then f .n/ monotonically converges to zero. By the ergodic
decomposition theorem we have
Z
Ce .G .m/ n Gn.m/ / d .m/ .e/:
f .n/ D
ER

1

Beppo Levi’s Theorem then implies that, for almost all e 2 ER , the sequence
fCe .G .m/ n Gn.m/ /gn2N also converges to zero, showing that the corresponding equivalence relation is hyperfinite.
In other words, the ergodic decomposition of a hyperfinite measure is the direct
integral of hyperfinite ergodic measures.
6.5. The proof of the main result. We can now prove our main result (Theorem1.2).
In our setting we have  D Z2  Z2  Z2  Z2 and C D XG , where XG is the type
space of the 4-regular, 4-properly edge-colored graph G of our main construction,
and ẑ is the associated minimal topological action of .
We want to show that there exist two ergodic invariant measures 1 and 2 on
XG such that the corresponding measurable equivalence relations . ẑ ; XG ; 1 / and
. ẑ ; XG ; 2 / are not orbit equivalent and, in addition, the first one is hyperfinite.
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By Proposition 6.5, there exists large enough m
x 2 N such that the cost of the
x
x
x
equivalence relation associated with . ẑ .m/
; XG .m/
;
.2m/
/ is  5=4. Set G D G .m/
,
x
.m/
x
.m/
x
0
.m/
x
ˆ D ˆ , 1 D 1 and 2 D 2 . By the preceding section, we can suppose
that 1 is ergodic (hyperfinite).
On the other hand, by the ergodic decomposition theorem, since 5=4 C02 .R/,
there exists an ergodic invariant measure 2 with C2 .R/ ¤ 1. Thus . ẑ ; XG ; 2 / is
not hyperfinite, which completes the proof.

7. A remark on the type space
Let G D .V; E/ be a graph and x 2 V be a specified vertex. The pair .G; x/ is called
a marked graph based at x. Given an integer k  2, we denote by Xk the space of
all marked, k-regular, properly k-edge colored graphs (possibly with multiple loops).
Then Xk becomes a metric space by introducing a distance function d W Xk Xk !
Œ0; 1 defined by setting d..G; x/.G 0 ; x 0 // D 2r for all .G; x/; .G 0 ; x 0 / 2 Xk , where
r D supfn  0 j BG .n; x/ Š BG 0 .n; x 0 / as labeled graphsg. It is easy to see that Xk
is compact (see [17], Theorem 3).
In a group theoretical framework, this notion was developed in the following sense.
Let Fm be the free group of rank m  2. Consider the set P .Fm / of all subsets of Fm
and its natural direct product (metrizable) topology (this is the topology where the basis
consists of open cylindrical sets UA;B D fN 2 P .Fn / j A  N; B \ N D ;g, with
A and B arbitrary finite subsets of Fm ). This topology was introduced by Grigorchuk
in [13] and is often called the Cayley–Grigorchuk topology (the full terminology will
become clear in the next paragraph); see also [1] and the survey [14]. We also mention
the recent paper [25], where it is constructed an isomorphism-invariant subset of G3
homeomorphic to the Cantor set such that the isomorphism classes are dense in it
(minimality). Also recall that for locally compact groups an analogous notion exists
and the corresponding topology is called the Chabauty topology.
Denote by Gk the subspace of Xk , consisting of all (marked) Cayley graphs of
k-generated groups (with symmetric generating systems!), equipped with the induced
topology from Xk . Then the map G2m 3  ! N./ 2 P .Fm /, where N./ is the
kernel of the canonical quotient homomorphism Fm ! , is an isometry.
Let now G be a k-regular properly k-edge colored graph with dense holonomy
and denote by XG the corresponding type space (cf. Section3). Introduce the distance
d 0 W V .G/ V .G/ ! Œ0; 1 defined by d 0 .x; y/ D 2r . Here r D supfn  0 j
˛r .x/ D ˛r .y/g for all x; y 2 V .G/. Then, tautologically, the map ‰ W V .G/ ! Xk ,
defined by setting ‰.x/ D .G; x/ for all x 2 V .G/, is an isometry and therefore
z W XG ! Xk . Indeed,
extends to a map ‰
z 1  ˛2     g/ D lim .G; xr /;
‰.f˛
r!1

(7.1)
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where xr 2 V .G/ is such that ˛.xr / D ˛r for all r D 1; 2; : : : . Note that the
limit on the right-hand side exists and is a well-defined marked, k-regular, properly
k-edge colored graph (cf. [18], Section 6.A). It follows that XG is homeomorphic to
the closure f.G; x/ j x 2 V .G/g  Xk . For such limits of (marked) Schreier graphs
see [16], Theorem 18.5N, where very interesting fractal sets are constructed from
Schreier graphs of so-called self-similar groups [24]. Note that similar limit objects,
called Benjamini–Schramm limits, are studied in the theory of graph percolation.
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